NOVEMBER14th2013

HILTON DEERFIELD BEACH
8AM - 8PM

As part of the 16th Annual Emerging Technology Business
Showcase, local emerging companies will be bringing their
innovation to the stage at this year’s “South Florida’s Got
Talent”
conference.
The
Enterprise
Development
Corporation is working in conjunction with the South Florida
Technology Alliance to present some of the best and
brightest leaders in cutting edge technology dedicated to
supporting the economic strength and helping the
technology community in our region. From investor pitches
to product demos, these companies will show off some of
South Florida’s unique assets. Over 200 professionals will
gather to network with potential clients, partners and
investors, and continue to drive towards entrepreneurial
excellence in our region.
For more information on sponsorships and attending:
www.southfloridatech.org/upcoming-events/etbs
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Dr. Alejandro Badia, MD, FACS, is currently the head of the Badia Hand to
Shoulder Center in Doral, Florida and previously served as chief of hand
surgery at Baptist Hospital of Miami. Dr. Badia studied physiology at Cornell
University and obtained his medical degree at NYU, where he also trained in
orthopedics Recently, Dr. Badia inaugurated OrthoNOW, a center that was
officially franchised this year and is actively engaging healthcare
entrepreneurs and surgeons, here and abroad to open orthopedic urgent
care facilities.

Dean Hovey, President and CEO of Digifit, over the past 30 years has helped
start 12 technology based companies and has held senior executive team
positions in two public companies. During the early nineties Dean served as
general partner of Avalon Ventures, a premier seed venture capital fund who
formed attractive deals with unprecedented success rates. Dean co-founded the
Product Design consulting firm now known as IDEO in the late seventies and is
the author of several patents including the patent for Apple Computer’s mouse.

